
Dear ME STRONG Community,

ME STRONG invites you to join us as a sponsor of the 2022 ME STRONG 5k on February 5th.  This highly 
anticipated event is known for its extraordinary spirit and its ability to unite thousands of devoted individuals 
committed to supporting family, friends, and neighbors in the � ght against cancer.

In 2012 ME STRONG was founded to act as a guiding light encouraging others to support community members 
navigating life with a cancer diagnosis. What started as a dream grew into a movement that we could have 
never imagined. Thanks to the support of people like you, ME STRONG has given nearly $2,000,000 o� ering 
� nancial support to more than a thousand Central Floridians and to fund research in search of a cure. 

The ME STRONG 2022 5k will be remembered as an extra special event as it will be The Final Victory Lap for The 
ME STRONG 5k. It will be a celebration of the extraordinary accomplishments of our ME STRONG Community. 
Although we are very proud of the signi� cant amount of money raised and many families we have helped; it’s 
when we re� ect on the last decade of ME STRONG we recognize what has brought us the most joy.  Through 
the power of friendship thousands of individuals have been inspired to be a ray of light and hope by making 
a di� erence in their communities.

The ME STRONG 5k event provides an excellent opportunity to showcase your business and your commitment 
to o� ering a helping hand to community members undergoing cancer treatment. In addition to supporting 
an event where 100% of sponsorship donations are directed to supporting the ME STRONG mission; the 5k 
event provides an exceptional opportunity for you to join like-minded business owners who believe in giving 
back to their community.

We hope you will join us in beautiful historic DeLand as we take our � nal victory lap to close an era that has 
impacted our community in such a meaningful way. Deadline for sponsorship is January 7, 2022. If you have 
any questions or would like to discuss your involvement further, contact Kim Winters at (386) 848-2062 or 
KWinters@mestrong.net.  To learn more about ME STRONG visit mestrong.net.

Best Regards,

Kimberly Winters
Kimberly Winters  
Director of Sponsorship


